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FILM FRANCE
Network

French territory Guadeloupe and its Film Commission are a critical stop for foreign production 
companies and individuals preparing to film in the Caribbean area. Guadeloupe, the core of the 
Caribbean area, allows you to access its funding wherever you are from. 

The Guadeloupe Regional Film Commission (GFC) structure has become a mainspring for the 
cinema and audiovisual sector, helping to mobilize production resources talent and crew, pro-
viding the industry with substantial growth prospects.

GFC provides free assistance with contacting appropriate agencies regarding immigration/
work permits and filming permits, as well as information regarding labour rates, locations, pro-
duction and post-production facilities, suppliers. Nowhere else in Europe will you find such a 
large diversity of locations combined in such a small territory. Guadeloupe attracts all types of 
production, magazines, short films, and more and more feature films. 

BBC One and France 2 have chosen Guadeloupe as exclusive location for Franco-British series 
“Death in Paradise”. This substantial 5 year production cumulates each year 104 days of shoot-
ing involving over 1,000 extras and 79 local technicians and is broadcasted in 77 countries...

The development strategy of the Guadeloupe Region is to function as a network. As President 
of the Association of the Caribbean Film Commissions (a widely representative industry group 
that has members from 10 countries in the Caribbean), Guadeloupe is a mainspring between 
this region and Europe. This cooperation scheme allows producers to have a single relay, en-
abling them to access resources to shoot around the Caribbean.

The Guadeloupe Region ceiling of financing is 500 000 euros for feature films. 

Contact: Tony Coco-viloin / T: +590 690 495 649 / guadeloupefilm@cr-guadeloupe.fr  

GUADELOUPE FILM COMMISSION
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270  trained crew members
(of which 50% speak three languages)

15% off labor cost thanks to fringes
reduction programs (called LODEOM)

30% tax rebate for international

1  regional audiovisual training program

2  ambitious TV and film fun

1  Film commission
available 24/7

1  outstanding welcome

1  international film and TV market
(le Fémi)

8  film festivals

8  million viewers every week

A powerful 
and efficient 
caribbean 

wide network

Be bold, be unusual, Be inspired by Guadeloupe
with Death in Paradise

Commission régionale du film de Guadeloupe
Téléphone : 06.90.49.56.49

guadeloupefilm@cr-guadeloupe.fr
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